Chairman Conway Jordan announced that the Houston Cerebral Palsy Center will be the recipient of the proceeds from the Annual Charity Drive on October 18 through 28. This agency located at 1415 California was deemed by the Rice Charities Committee of the Student Council as the most worthy through participation in the scheduled drive.

Rice Institution actively supported the 1952 election by the Young Republicans, headed by Young Candidate for President, John F. Kennedy. Rice students and faculty have all rallied to express their choice in the furthering of the National election and to support the candidates for the presidency.

The council feels that such an election is the climax in creating campus interest not only in the forthcoming national election but in government in general.

The Student Council, after urging the students to vote in the presidential election, has announced that it will again hold its Poster Contest in order to give a chance for all students to make a poster advertising student travel and its advantages.

The council has also announced that the Houston Civic Opera, under the late M. E. Kinzback, will see the Student Council go way over a million by the time of the scheduled event.

**PUBLIC INVITED**

**Perish To Open Faculty Lectures**

The final annual series of Faculty Lectures will open Sunday at 4:00 in Fondren Lecture Lounge. Dr. John Parsh will lecture on "Early Religious Literature on Christianity in the Garden of Eden."
Leading Texas Artists
To Exhibit Their Works

An exhibit of 70 works of art by 53 leading Texas artists will be shown at the Contemporary Arts Museum, 302 Dallas Avenue, from October 12th until November 2nd from 8 to 5 daily and 7 to 10 Thursday and Sunday nights.

This exhibit was assembled in response to a request by the famous Knoedler Gallery of New York for a representative showing of outstanding Texas talent and was on view at their gallery all summer. This collection was chosen by James Johnson, Jr., Director of the Houston Museum of Fine Arts, Jerry Wyatters of the Dallas Museum of Fine Art, and Daniel Dehuff of the Fort Worth Art Association in collaboration with three Texas art patrons, Bright concepts to a position appropriating State Socialism. The Republican Party now leads the candidates and the platform which are our only hopes for a continuation of our Constitutional form of government as we know it.

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

Cree's letter—it is the Democratic Party, not the Republicans, which has made the sudden shift. In the course of twenty years the Democratic Party has swung the complete government as we know it.

To the Editor:

The high artistic quality and varied content of this exhibit wins widespread and enthusiastic reviews throughout the nation's press.

The story of the wild horses that roamed the plains of Texas and the entire Southwest is presented with all its wealth of lore, legend, and romance. The book was published by Little, Brown and Company September 29, 1960. This book describes the mustangs in a Greek Orthodox Monastery. The project was carried out as a companion book, "The Mustangs," by J. Frank Dobie.

The story of the wild horses that roamed the plains of Texas and the entire Southwest is presented with all its wealth of lore, legend, and romance. The book was published by Little, Brown and Company September 29, 1960. This book describes the mustangs in a Greek Orthodox Monastery. The project was carried out as a companion book, "The Mustangs," by J. Frank Dobie.
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not have been noted due to forgetfulness or lack of time are sped on their way. At 9:00 PM and 9:30 PM a group of freshmen (usually three per floor) go around to the rooms on their assigned floor and ask the inhabitants therein (Please pardon the odd phrasing—German students will understand) if they will or can do anything to eat or drink from the druggists. As the answer is usually in the form of a statement in which the required articles are mentioned, the freshmen are not deterred and go around to the next room on their assigned floor and ask them if they will or can do anything to eat or drink from the druggists. As the answer is usually in the form of a statement in which the required articles are mentioned, the freshmen are not deterred and go around to the next room on their assigned floor and ask them if they will or can do anything to eat or drink from the druggists. As the answer is usually in the form of a statement in which the required articles are mentioned, the freshmen are not deterred and go around to the next room on their assigned floor and ask them if they will or can do anything to eat or drink from the druggists.

The Mustangs tells about the Spaniards who brought the original horses here, about the Indians and their mananas, of captive horses, of horses for profit and for glory, Dobie un- men who hunted the mustangs both as a companion book, "The Mustangs," by J. Frank Dobie.

"The Arabs are anti-Truman and anti-Semitic but they are very hospitable to Americans as individuals, Dr. Hudson concluded. But we must have a consistent policy that runs contrary to this attitude. In the case of the unde- nated U.S. old that is going to be in- tended to support, and finally to manufacture and sell it in Palestine, this issue has not succeeded, a fair hearing in the U.S. press.
ON BRIDGE

Whist Stop the press. The redoubt is NOT going out. We have just checked with the Houston Bridge League, our parent organization and the redoubt is here to stay.

The latest bid in the bridge world here at Rice is "double damming." The leading players at press time are Dick Sutton, Jim Jackson, and Hank Cronwell along with five or six others. It's quite a game.

Today's bridge hand is a nightmare to declare. See if you can detect it.

(Square)

Turn Left

(Continued from Page 1)
calls. It only takes one person to make a call. Our uppers are generally in use.

This is Not the Lost and Found. We hope this will answer some questions before they are asked.

(The Queen of Spades is played on the first trick.)

The two joy-boys, Freeman and Chapman, made a slight (18) mistake last week in their game and the results will be in next week. The turn-out was magnificent. A full nine tables in play.

Remember, the classes have started. They are on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday at 7:30 PM in Fondren Library. The course is planned for about eight weeks and is open to all members.

See you all next Friday.

The "down one" Kids

STEVENs

Records - Radios - TV
SALES & SERVICE

RALPH BELL—Owner

6121 Kirby In The Village

TIDELANDS

Students Pack Lounge

"Tideland—Grab or Graft?" was the subject of the first Rice Forum of the 1952-53 academic year which was presented to a group of over 100 interested students, faculty members and guests last Friday evening in the Fondren Library Lecture lounge.

Chalmers M. Hudspeth, lecturer in government, was the moderator of the event.

Participating in the discussion were Bob Eckhardt, local attorney, and Stan Siegel, Rice graduate history student, speaking for federal ownership of the tidelands with-hour label, local attorney, and Brad Thompson, Rice sophomore and an experienced debater, for state ownership.

"Tideland are defined as the area beginning at low tide and ending with the continental shelf," explained the Moderator Hudspeth, as "staying, the tidelands will not be an exception," pointed out Thompson. He said that both private enterprise and state governments favor state ownership.

Mr. Eckhardt elaborated on the present and future values of the sea floor for oil and national defense and the need to preserve them.

As well, blistering the US Supreme Court for the "falsity and intellectual dishonesty" of the court's decision against Texas ownership of the tidelands.

Enet in his defense of federal ownership of the tidelands discussed the supremacy of national rights over Texas' rights of private ownership in the light of legal and moral aspects.

"The United States has never espoused a field of endeavor without, the tidelands will not be an exception," pointed out Thompson.

"We're sure getting a higher class of people since we started serving Gin 'n Bitters..."
By Dick Karig

Following Saturday night’s debate, ornithologists can add one more type of beast that preys on Owls. A certain kind of Beast that preys on Owls, favored over the LSU squad, and some news in the Thresher are covered in this week's edition.

Four councilmen held a meeting to discuss the action. The councilmen toyed with the idea of making the council chairman's position a one-time term. However, the councilmen revealed that the Honor Council couldn't be right, voting him down. Voting him down by either the entire student body or by the council itself.

In order to improve the quality of service, the Student Senate has planned a variety of events for the fall semester. The Thresher will feature a small-fry team from Texas, and a West Coast team. The game will be broadcast over the full facilities of the Mutual Broadcasting System, 600 stations, coast to coast.
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